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INTRODUCTION

The advancement of any industry
is directly related to the application
of machines available. Agriculture is
no exception, especially in the de
velopment of irrigated land. During
the past 25 years highly specialized
equipment has been manufactured
and modern earth-moving machinery
designed to do specific jobs more
efficiently has made it economically
feasible to move millions of yards at
costs that have increased little during
recent periods of increasing costs (6).

The extent and cost of land de
velopment, either for lands already
under irrigation or for areas being
prepared initially for irrigation, are
largely governed by the topographic
characteristics. Other factors such as
surface cover and soil and subsoil
characteristics may also be significant.
Irrigated land development generally
includes clearing, leveling and grad
ing, construction of permanent farm
ditches and drains, land conditioning,
and certain irrigation equipment for
the control and distribution of water.

In this paper, only the equipment
aspect of land leveling or land grad
ing is presented. When referring to
land leveling, two separate operations
are considered (2, 9). The first is
earth-moving or grading to modify
the surface relief of a field to a plan
ned grade. This provides a more
suitable surface for the efficient ap
plication of irrigation water. The
second step is referred to as finishing,
automatic leveling, land planing, or
floating. This operation eliminates
minor irregularities but does not
change the topography.

TYPES OF CONSTRUCTION
EQUIPMENT

Land levelling can be carried out
with various equipment. Each type
has its capabilities and limitations.
Because leveling must be finished to
given grades, obtaining an economical
and workmanlike job depends not
only on the right kind of equipment
but also upon the skill and experience
of the operator (1). Normally, earth
work operations have a permissable
tolerance of 0.1 foot from the designed
grade (8). Electronic grade control
devices used for trenching machines
have been adapted for land-leveling
equipment (6) but are not yet being
used extensively.

Crawler Tractors

Crawler tractors have been and still

are important machines in land level
ing and, when used with 8- to 20-yard
scrapers, can move large yardages
economically. The main distinguish
ing feature, the crawler track, gives
superior traction on the various soil
and ground conditions encountered.
As the top speed is limited to about 5
miles per hour when pulling a
scraper, it is restricted to relatively
short hauls.

Rubber-tired Wheel Tractors

Rubber-tired, two- and four-wheel
tractors are used for land leveling
when the emphasis is on speed rather
than on drawbar pull. The two-wheel
machine is also designed for maneou-
verability whereas the four - wheel
tractor is built first for speed and
second for steady performance. Either
machine has a great advantage on
land-leveling jobs that require extra-
long-distance hauling.

Carryall Scraper

The carryall scraper is widely used
where the job involves moving quan
tities of earth considerable distances.
With this tractor-drawn implement,
an operator can excavate to grade,
load, haul, and spread the earth
evenly. The carryall scrapers used by
most land-leveling contractors have
a maximum capacity of approximate
ly 11 to 23 yards. To be used ef
ficiently, the depth of cut must be
sufficient for rapid loading and the
scraper must be pulled by the right
size of tractor (Figure 1). If extra
power can be used to advantage,

with two or four rubber-tired drive

wheels (Figure 2). Although these
units have been used more for dam

Figure 2. Four-wheel-traction-tire twin-

and dugout construction, they are
being used now for land leveling
where the haul distances are long.
They can be operated by one man
without the aid of a pusher and can
travel up to 30 miles per hour loaded.

Smaller wheeled-scrapers, which can
be used with farm tractors, are in
common use for leveling land. They
will move earth just as cheaply as
large equipment but require more
time to do the work (1).

Elevating Scrapers
Elevating scrapers are relatively

new but seem to be particularly suit
able for large-farm operators and
small contractors. The 5- and 8-yard
sizes can be easily handled by a 3-4
plough tractor (Figure 3), whereas
the 11-yard size pulled by larger farm
or industrial tractors is becoming in-

carrier-type scrapers can be operated
in groups with a pusher tractor to
speed loading. Some larger wheel
scrapers have integral power units

Figure 3. Two-wheel-traction-tire industrial tractor
and elevating scraper.

creasingly popular (7). Their de-
strable feature is the ability of the
pto-dnven elevator to get a heaping
load each time under varying depths
of cut and soil textures. Also the
cutting and spreading can be done
evenly. A single machine can operate
just as efficiently as a fleet. One ob
jection is that they stir up more dust



for the operator than some other types
of scrapers. However, the operator
soon learns to work against the wind
rather than with it.

Bottomless Scrapers
Normally, it is impractical and too

expensive to finish land surfaces to
exact grade with heavy earth-moving
machines unless skilled operators are
employed. Scraper work can be per
fected so that two or three passes over
the field with finishing equipment
such as bottomless scrapers or land
planes, levelers, and floats will pro
duce the desired uniform surfaces.

Bottomless scrapers are of two
types, both of which are designed to
remove small grade irregularities. As
the name implies, the bowl or bucket
has little or no bottom and earth-
moving is accomplished by scraping
up a load, dragging it a short distance,
and dumping it. It works best in a
loose soil or one that has been broken
first.

The bottomless scraper with the
long frame (Figure 4) is designed to

Figure 4. Land plane in operation.

made with hydraulic controls so that
the bucket level can be controlled by
the tractor operator. In this case its
effectiveness is entirely dependent on
the operator. It is customary to take
care of the final finishing work,
called land planing, with a machine
of this type by scraping in three di
rections —in each of the two diagonal
directions and the final pass in the
direction of irrigation.

The two-wheel bottomless scraper,
better known as a drag scraper, is
sometimes used ahead of land planing
to remove surface irregularities too
large to be planed and too small to
be taken care of economically with a
carryall scraper. This machine is
manufactured in a number of widths
to serve various purposes, including
widths up to 18 feet for handling
large volumes of earth over a short
haul. Hydraulic controls facilitate
cutting, dragging, and dropping the
load.

Levelers and Floats

Many excellent levelers and floats
have been made in farm shops and by
commercial companies. As their earth-
moving principles are similar to
those of the land plane, their effec
tiveness is usually dependent on the
length of the frame. Levelers and
floats that can be pulled by medium-
sized farm tractors are more impor
tant in maintaining the smoothness of
a leveled field than in removing small
irregularities left by heavy leveling
equipment. Even wooden floats or
drags, although inefficient, ensure
better land preparation. The use of
automatic - type levelers and floats
each year does much to improve field
surfaces for irrigation.

PRODUCTION RATES OF
EARTH-MOVING EQUIPMENT

Production rates vary with the work
and the type of machine used. The
volume of earth to be moved or the
total volume of cut is the principal
basis for estimating equipment re
quirements and costs. Land leveling
must often fit in with other farming
operations, and the time that a field
is open may often be limited. Where
the time is not limited, smaller equip
ment may be used, but it is important
that the time required to do the work
is not underestimated. It is generally
desirable to use larger equipment and
thus bring the land into production
sooner. In Western Canada an annual
equipment use of 1,500 hours is con
sidered average for commercial opera
tors. This means about 8 months'
work per year on a steady, single-shift

operation, which extends from April
to the end of November, depending
on the weather (5). As land leveling
is essentially a "finish grading" opera
tion, the working day is usually limi
ted to daylight hours.

The production rate is reduced and
the unit cost of earthwork increases
as the haul distance is increased. The
haul distance should be as short as

possible, but it is often false economy
to use a large number of smaller fields
to reduce earth-moving costs (4).
Since adequate economic information
is not available, estimates are often
made on the basis of past machine
performance and experience. Obvi
ously, there is a haul distance for each
set of conditions beyond which it is
economical to switch from slow-

travelling crawler units to high-speed
rubber-tired wheel equipment. Ac
cording to Marr (3), the one-way
haul distance at which properly
matched crawler tractor and rubber-

tired wheel tractor scraper units can
operate at approximately the same
unit cost is 500 feet. Under extremely
unfavourable soil conditions this
break-even point might be 800 feet
or more. Recent experiments with
weighting and increasing the bearing
surface of four-wheel rubber-tired
tractors to make them more effective
while loading promise to increase
their production rates and thus make
them superior for all haul distances.
The recently introduced four-wheel
drive tractors may prove to have
similar superiority.

An analysis of the production rates
of various types of equipment used
in southern Alberta is given in Table
I. The mean production rate, the
standard deviation, the 95 per cent
confidence interval, and the coef
ficient of variation were calculated
for each set of records. The coefficient
of variation represents the standard
deviation expressed as a percentage of
the mean. The lower the value the
more uniform the average production
rate.

Variations in production rates were
attributed principally to the size and
type of machines used and to the
efficiency of the operators. The soil
and moisture conditions, i.e., irriga
ted farm land or virgin prairie, the
replacement of topsoil, and the re
finement of the job can also influence
the production rates and volumes.

COSTS OF EARTH-MOVING

The greatest cost in irrigated land
development is earth-moving for the
purpose of modifying the topography.

work either manually or automatical
ly It is manufactured in lengths up to
80 feet and 15 feet wide. A popular
size is 60 feet long by 12 feet wide
(10). The blade is mounted midway
on the frame and is adjustable in
height. When in use the blade is set
at a level that will maintain about
one-third to one-half of a load in the
bucket. When this adjustment is
properly made, the machine will, as
it is drawn across a field, automatical
ly remove high spots and fill depres
sions of a diamater equal to nearly
one-half of its length. Obviously, the
longest machine will perform the best.
Cuts of 0.2 to 0.3 foot or less can be
made within the length of the frame,
and for this reason large tractors are
needed.

The frame is mounted on castor
wheels, which makes it possible to
turn in a circle with a radius of one-
half its length. When short turns are
made, the bucket is used as the pivot
point. Some bottomless scrapers are
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TABLE I. PRODUCTION RATES OF VARIOUS COMBINATIONS
OF EQUIPMENT

Coefficient

Standard Fiducial limits1 of

No. of Mean deviation Low High variation

Unit records Cubic yards per hour (%)

P.F.R.A., Vauxhall, Alberta, 1955
A 14 54.7 12.0 47.8 61.6 21.9

B 4 69.2 12.5 49.4 89.0 18.0

A, R 3 63.8 9.1 41.1 86.4 14.3

P.F.R.A., Vauxhall, Alberta, 1956
A 12 61.2 10.2 54.7 67.7 16.7

A, R 4 67.7 8.3 47.0 88.3 12.3

P.F.R.A. Hays, Alberta , 1959—New development

B, F 10 64.1 10.9 56.3 71.9 17.1

B 7 45.0 11.9 34.0 56.1 27.0

P.F.R.A. Hays, Alberta, 1961-62--New development

E 9 57.1 8.9 50.3 63.9 15.5

E, F 4 72.5 17.4 44.8 100.1 24.0

E, T 8 63.4 15.6 50.3 76.4 24.7

E, F, T 8 53.2 12.8 42.5 63.9 24.1

Alberta Department of Agriculture, 1958-592

E 4 54.0 17.1 26.8 81.2 31.7

E, F 15 50.7 7.5 46.5 54.9 14.8

G 13 92.9 24.5 78.1 107.7 27.5

F, G 4 65.5 10.1 49.4 81.6 15.4

Alberta Department of Agriculture (private machines), 1958-592

A 6 61.6 8.7 52.4 70.8 14.2

c 5 75.2 26.4 42.4 108.0 35.1

T 6 78.0 7.0 70.6 85.4 9.0

W 3 154.4 27.7 86.0 222.8 17.9

Alberta Department of Agriculture, 19622
K 9 154.4 14.7 143.1 165.7 9.5

L M 19 131.4 18.4 122.6 140.2 14.0
r /

K, M 7 135.2 11.2 124.8 145.6 8.3

!5% probability level.

2Harrington, D. G. Unpublished data in files of Alberta Department of Agricul
ture, Colonization Branch, Lethbridge, Alberta.

Reference to equipment by unit letters:

Unit A — Crawler tractor and 8- to 11-yard scraper

Unit B — Crawler tractor and 10- to 13-yard scraper

Unit C — Crawler tractor and 15-yard scraper

Unit D — Two-wheel-traction-tire tractor and 10-yard elevating scraper.

Unit E — Crawler tractor and 10-yard scraper

Unit F — Two-wheel-traction-tire industrial tractor and 8-yard elevating scraper

Unit G — Two-wheel-traction-tire tractor and 11-yard elevaing scraper

Unit K Four-wheel-traction-tire twin-engine-scraper, 14-yard size, 1960 model

Unit M — Same as Unit K, 1962 model

Unit R — Two-wheel-traction-tire tractor and 5- to 7-yard scraper

Unit T — Two-wheel-traction-tire tractor and 8- to 11-yard scraper

Unit W Four-wheel-traction-tire tractor-scraper, 20- to 30-yard size and
pusher
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Besides the topographic characteris
tics previously mentioned, the type
and cost of equipment and the ex
perience of the equipment operators
greatly influence the cost.

Contracts for primary earth-moving
are usually based on rental by the
tractor hour, by the yardage of earth
excavated, or by the job. A land-
leveling job is appraised by the aver
age yardage of excavation per acre. In
Western Canada most of the land

leveling has been done on an hourly
basis, but as more experience is
gained some are contracting now on
a yardage basis.

Payment by yards of excavation is
based on the cubic yards of earth in
place or in cut as indicated on the
leveling plan. Earth in areas of cut
that is either excavated below or left

above grade is not included. Since
earthwork quantities can be computed
in several ways with different results,
it is important always to use the same
method. The average end areas
method or the 4-point method gives a
fair degree of accuracy (8). However,
it must be remembered that earth

work quantities can only be approxi
mate and tentative. The difficulty of
identifying specific lengths of haul in
land-leveling work discourages rec
ognition of haul distances as a mea
surement for specifying different pay
ments for moving a yard of earth (3).
The haul distances and procedures
for moving the earth in the field are
usually left to the contractor or opera
tor to appraise from study of a con
tractor's map. This shows cuts and
fills at specific locations and also the
total earthwork volumes.

The cost of earth-moving is vari
able. Costs of land leveling in sou
thern Alberta using various combina
tions of equipment are summarized in
Table II. No consistent correlation
was found to exist between costs per
yard and yards per acre. In estimating
cost, modifications must be made for
local conditions and degree of refine
ment required for such operations as
preserving topsoil, making fills for
ditch pads, and finishing. Allowance
must also be made for the experience
of the contractor and operators as well
as for the rental rates of the equip
ment to be used. Land planing to
finish the surface increases the cost of
development by $5 to $8 per acre (4).
Ditching and dyking are comparable
in cost to other farm operations that
require the same tractor power.

Contractors who follow land level
ing as a full-time business are various
ly equipped, depending on their re
sources and the class of work in which



TABLE II. COSTS OF EARTH-MOVING USING VARIOUS COMBINATIONS

OF EQUIPMENT1

Unit Total acres
leveled

Cubic yards
per acre

(average)
Cost per

cubic yard ($)

P.F.R.A., Vauxhall, Alberta, 1955

A 698

B 144

A, R 100

P.F.R.A., Vauxhall, Alberta, 1956

A 503

A, R 140

223

397

266

221

187

P.F.R.A., Hays, Alberta, 1959 — New development

B, F
B

C

A, C

P.F.R.A., Hays,

E

E, F
E, T
E, F, T

279 268

123 402

70 379

49 300

Alberta, 1961-62 — New development

172 302

107 504

133 318

217 504

Alberta Department of Agriculture, 1958-59

E 102 275

E, F 498 253
G 322 254

F, G 97 171

0.210

0.170

0.162

0.190

0.180

0.190

0.298

0.169

0.297

0.226

0.164

0.191

0.231

0.162

0.175

0.164

0.172

Alberta Department of Agriculture (private machines), 1958-59

A 120 308 0.163

C 245 129 0.177
F 56 306 0.117
T 329 231 0.158
W 91 227 0.160
C, W 37 294 0.126

Alberta Department of Agriculture (4), 1960

E, G 641 260
F, K 399 310
E, F, G, K 325 364
K, D 328 420

Alberta Department of Agriculture, 1962
K 239 419
M 414 325
K, M 326 439

0.198

0.152

0.205

0.182

0.130

0.152

0.160

Reference to equipment by unit letters as per Table I.

Cost per
acre (?)

46.90

67.30

42.90

42.10

33.60

50.90

119.90

64.10

89.40

68.20

82.60

60.70

116.65

44.70

44.20

41.80

29.35

50.40

22.80

35.70

36.50

36.30

37.20

55.00

44.00

72.00

68.00

52.65

49.60

70.30

they were previously engaged. Those
with considerable experience in rough
grading often have difficulty adjust
ing to the close tolerances necessary
for land leveling (9). Efficiency in
land-leveling operations is usually the
result of experience. Equipment
manufacturers are also interested in
the efficiency of their equipment and
have surveyed its performance in the
field so as to make improvements.
The smaller, more efficient four-
wheel-traction tire tractor-scrapers
and large elevating scrapers are note
worthy examples (4).

The choice of equipment is a

practical study. More factual informa
tion on equipment performance is
required for proper evaluation. There
is also a need for appraisal of pro
cedures, costs, and production vol
umes of different types of equipment
under a variety of field conditions.
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